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Abstract— An encryption is providing authentication and security for illicit manipulation of digital data. 
In this paper the security scheme for authentication and secrecy of digital data through ElGamal public 
key cryptographic algorithm and  Elliptic Curve Cryptography is offered. To compare them with group, 
elliptical curve concepts are considered and generate the points. This scheme provides solutions to the 
issues such as authentication, robustness, security and statistical attacks. An Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
is employed to perform encryption with help of secret key. The experimental results are calculated and 
presented to demonstrate the strength of the proposed scheme.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The liability of data encryption technique has expanded the necessity to limit the illegitimate access of digital 
contents. Digital contents such as data can be modified simply either intentionally or unintentionally. In the 
direction of exchange data between two parties on the network, it is very important to provide confidentiality. 
Cryptography is very important to provide confidentiality and security against statistical attacks and other types 
of attacks when exchange data between two parties on the network. In 1976, Stanford University Professor 
Martin Hellman and graduate student Whitfield Diffie first publicly described public key cryptography. The diffie 
Hellman protocol defines a secure method for exchanging the keys that will encrypt or decrypt the data. The 
diffie HellMan scheme solves secret key cryptography’s key exchange problem by employing two keys. One key 
is used to encrypt the plaintext and other key is used to decrypt the cipher text [1],[2]. 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is a public key cryptography algorithm which involves some high level 
calculation using mathematical curves to encrypt and decrypt data. Alessandro Cilardo et al expresses the concept 
of Elliptic Curve Cryptography as a complex interdisciplinary research field including such fields as computer 
science and electrical engineering [3]. Kristin Lauter has offered about the role of Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
for security of wireless communication [4]. Lawrence C. Washington has proposed proofs to many theorems to 
understand the concept of elliptic curves [5].O.S. Rao and S.P. Setty have offered  static mapping method and 
dynamic mapping method. In static mapping method one-to-one was found which is weak; but in dynamic 
mapping, for one character, different options were available to choose as a point which is s very difficult to find 
the corresponding character of the plain message[6]. 

The researchers have identified alternative system to provide the same level of security by means of smaller 
keys instead of  having large keys like RSA and Diffie-Hellman asymmetric key cryptosystem [7]. 
S.V.Sathyanarayana,M.Aswatha Kumar and K.N.Hari Bhat have suggested  the properties of finite fields and 
elliptic curves to design the stream cipher system. Additive and Affine encryption key sequences are  derived and 
investigated from random elliptic curve points using six schemes [8]. The RSA algorithm engaged with a public 
key and a private key for encryption and decryption process. Reasonable amount of time is required to decrypt the 
message using the private key when compared with encryption using public key[9]. S. Gupta, P.S. Gill, A. Mishra 
and A. Dwivedi have illustrated the security system for transmission of  medical image, in which the DCT 
transform, quantization, compression, elliptic curve cryptography are employed. Error detection and correction 
methods are played vital role and compressed images are considered as plaintext and encrypted[10]. Loai 
Tawalbeh, Moad Mowafi and Walid Aljoby have applied elliptic curve cryptography for encryption process along 
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Figure 1.   An elliptic curve. 

with multimedia compression. An encryption efficiency, compression efficiency, codec compliance and security 
are measured and analysed [11].  

Sonia Goyat has suggested the security scheme with help of genetic algorithm and cryptography. In this 
scheme modified approach is applied to generate keys that have more strength. There is no repetition of random 
values used in key generation [12]. Ali Soleymani, Md Jan Nordin, Azadeh Noori Hoshyar, Elankovan 
Sundararajan have offered cryptosystem through elliptic curves and public key system. The Add, Double, 
Multiply operations are applied on the points that lie on a predefined elliptic curve. The conversion of a message 
or pixel to a coordinate on the affined curve is essential for any ECC-based encryption. In this scheme the novel 
proposed mapping method is used to convert the pixels of a plain image into the coordinates of points on the 
curve[13]. Omotheinwa T.O, Ramon S.O have proposed the  structure of  magic rectangle in the sums of all the 
elements in every row as well as columns are to be equal. The order of the matrix is even but not divisible by four 
such as 4x6, 8x12, 16x24, 32x48 etc. The size of the rectangle is purely based on the rules of perfect rectangle or 
golden rectangle and also the singly even magic rectangle [14]. Balamurugan. R, Kamalakannan. V, Rahul Ganth. 
D and Tamilselvan.S have recommended the fast mapping technique using a non singular matrix. During the first 
step they map the message to points on elliptic curve and the next step an  ElGamal encryption method is applied 
to encode the points using a non singular matrix. During decryption inverse of the non singular matrix is 
used[15]. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the information about Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography. Section III describes our proposed data encryption system based on ElGamal public key 
cryptographic algorithm and Elliptic Curve Cryptography. The experimental results and security analysis are 
presented in Section IV and Section V concludes this paper.  

II. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY  

 
In 1985, Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller independently proposed using elliptic curves to design public-key 

cryptographic systems. An elliptic curve is naturally a group and the group properties are constructed 
geometrically. Elliptic curve cryptography works with points on curve. The security of this type of public key 
cryptography depends on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. An ECC is an asymmetric cryptography 
algorithm which involves some high level calculation using mathematical curves to encrypt and decrypt data. 
Elliptic curves are materialized in various areas of mathematics, ranging from number theory to complex 
analysis, and from cryptography to mathematical physics. Since then an abundance of research has been 
published on the security and efficient implementation of elliptic curve cryptography. In the late 1990’s, elliptic 
curve systems started receiving commercial acceptance when accredited [1], [16].  

Elliptic curves are simple functions that can be drawn as gently looping lines in the (x, y) plane. ECC 
represent a different way to perform public key cryptography and alternative to the older RSA algorithm and 
also offers some benefits. The main advantage of elliptic curve cryptography is that the keys can be much 
smaller. Elliptic curve cryptography affords a methodology for achieving high speed, efficient, scalable 
implementation of networks security protocols. The most important of these benefits is greater security and a 
more computationally efficient performance with smaller key sizes than other public keys. This characteristic 
changed ECC into an acceptable choice for real time multimedia applications. Due to large sizes and high data 
rates of multimedia data types, such as images, videos, and audio, a cryptosystem using a small key size, with 
high security was needed[17], [18]. An elliptic curve is shown in figure(1) must satisfy the equation (1)  . 

                             
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

p<x 0for  0mod274 23 ≤≠+ pba   
(1)   
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  (2)     
 

Table 2. Construction of  y2 = (x3+x+1) mod 23

Table 1. Construction of (x2 mod P) and (p-x)2 mod P. 

III. PROPOSED DATA ENCRYPTION SYSTEM 

A. Cryptography Based On Group 
     The protocols are necessitating the use of a finite abelian group G, of order #G, which is assumed to be 
cyclic. The group of interest in this work is the additive group of points on an elliptic curve. However, it is 
convenient to assume the group is multiplicative, with generator g, and that the order  #G, is a prime. If this is 
not the case, always take a prime order subgroup of G as our group, with no loss of security.  Elliptic curve 
cryptosystems are just another way of implementing discrete logarithm methods. An elliptic curve is basically a 
set of points that satisfy the equation (2). 
 
 
 
When considered in finite field of characteristic p (where p must be larger than 3). A slightly different equation 
is needed for the case of small characteristic, p = 2 and p = 3. The points on elliptic curves can be added together 
and they form a structure called a group (in fact an abelian group). The arithmetic operations such as addition 
and subtraction are performed with elliptic curves.   

B. Construction of an Elliptic Group 
Let the prime number p = 23 and let the constants a = 1 and b = 1 as well. Preliminary verify that 

  (4a3 +27b2) mod p = (4× 13 +27× 12 ) mod 23 

(4a3 +27b2) mod p = (4+27) mod 23 = 31mod 23 

(4a3 +27b2) mod p = 8 ≠ 0  

Then determine the quadratic residues Q23 from the reduced set of residues Z23 = {1, 2, 3,...,21, 22}: 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Therefore set of (p-1) / 2 = 11 quadratic residues Q23 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16,18}. For 0 = x < p, 
calculate  y2 = ( x3 + x + 1 ) mod 23 and determine if y2  is in the set of quadratic residues Q23 : 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

S.No. (x2 mod P) (p-x)2 mod P. = 
1 12 mod 23 222 mod 23 1 
2 22 mod 23 212 mod 23 4 
3 32 mod 23 202 mod 23 9 
4 42 mod 23 192 mod 23 16 
5 52 mod 23 182 mod 23 2 
6 62 mod 23 172 mod 23 13 
7 72 mod 23 162 mod 23 3 
8 82 mod 23 152 mod 23 18 
9 92 mod 23 142 mod 23 12 
10 102 mod 23 132 mod 23 8 
11 112 mod 23 122 mod 23 6 

x. y2 y2  €  Q
23 ? y1 y2 x. y2 y2  €  Q

23 ? y1 y2 
0 1 Yes 1  12 16 Yes 4 19 
1 3 Yes 7  13 3 Yes 7 16 
2 11 No - - 14 22 No - - 
3 8 Yes 10 13 15 10 No - - 
4 0 No 0 0 16 19 No - - 
5 16 Yes 4 19 17 9 Yes 3 20 
6 16 Yes 4 19 18 9 Yes 3 20 
7 6 Yes 11 12 19 2 Yes 5 18 
8 15 No - - 20 17 No - - 
9 3 Yes 7 16 21 14 No - - 

10 22 No - - 22 22 No - - 11 9 Yes 3 20 

baxxy ++= 32
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The elliptic group Ep (a,b)=E23(1,1) thus include the points (including also the additional  single point (4,0)): 
        E23(1,1) = { (0,1 ), (0,22 ),  ( 1,7), ( 1,16), (3,10 ), (3,13 ), ( 4,0),  (5,4 ), (5,19 ), (6,4 ), 
                             (6,19 ), ( 7,11), (7,12 ), (9,7 ), (9,16 ),  (11,3 ), ( 11,20), (12,4 ),  (12,19 ),  
                              (13,7 ), (13,16), ( 17,3), ( 17,20), ( 18,3), ( 18,20), ( 19,5), ( 19,18) } 
In this proposed method ElGamal public key cryptographic algorithm is used for encryption and decryption 
process based on with group and without group.  
C. Elgamal Encryption without Group 

Alice wishes to send a message to Bob. Her message, m, is assumed to be encoded as an element in the group. 
Bob has a public key consisting of g and h = gx, where x is the private key.   
Step 1. Alice generates a random integer k €{1,…,#G-1} and computes  a = gk,  b = hk m. 
Step 2.  Alice sends the cipher text (a, b) to Bob. 
Step 3.  Bob can recover the message from the equation   ba-x = hk mg-kx = gxk-xk m = m.  

The Numerical Example  is given in this section for Elgamal encryption without group. 
To Encrypt a character, say  ‘A’, consider its ASCII value. The ASCII value for ‘A’ is 65. Thus m = 65.  
Procedure: 

Let the   private key  x = 3   and  the public key  g=5  then  h = gx = 53 = 125. 
Step 1. Let the random integer  k = 4 , 

a = gk = 54 = 625.  
   b =  hk m  =  1254 x (65)  =  ( 244140625 x 65)  = 15869140625.  

Step 2. Thus the Cipher text for ‘A’ is (625, 5869140625) 
Step 3. To recover the message ba-x = 15869140625  x (625)-3  =  65 , m = 65 = ‘A’.Thus the character ‘A’  is 

recovered.    
D. Elgamal Encryption With Group 

To generate the points, the curve  y2= (x3+x+1) mod 256 is considered. To encrypt a character say 
‘A’.Consider its ASCII value. The ASCII  for ‘A’is 65. But the points  are generated  by  the Elliptic curve in a 
pair,say (x,y), in this example y value is taken. Thus for character ‘A’ , m= (65,197) is taken.  
Procedure: 

The numerical example  is given in this section for Elgamal encryption with group.  
Let the private key x=3  and the public key g = (70,40)  then  h= gx  = (70,4)3 =(113,75). 
Step 1. Let the random integer k=4.  

a =gk = ( 70, 4)4 =(192, 120),   
                 b=hk m = (113, 75)4  x 197= (54, 115). 
Step 2. Thus the cipher text for ‘A’ is (192,120) and (54, 115), 
Step 3. To recover the message   Ba-x= (54, 115)  (192, 120)-3 = (65, 197). Thus the character ‘A’ is recovered.   

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND SECURITY ANALYSIS 
      The proposed data  encryption scheme explained in section III  is implemented through ECC and ElGamal 
algorithm using with and without group. Experimentation is performed with different capacity of data bytes and 
observed results are presented in this section. For the given plaintext the corresponding ciphertext and decrypted 
text are produced by means of proposed algorithm. The  plaintext is shown in figure 2. The ciphertext is created 
through Elgamal algorithm without using group is shown in figure 3. The  decrypted Text created through 
Elgamal without using group is shown in figure 4. The ciphertext is created through Elgamal algorithm with 
group is shown in figure 5. The decrypted Text is created using Elgamal with group is shown in figure 6. 
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In computer science, a parallel algorithm, as opposed to a traditional serial algorithm, is an algorithm 
which can be executed a piece at a time on many different processing devices, and then combined 
together again at the end to get the correct result. 

In computer science, a parallel algorithm, as opposed to a traditional serial algorithm, is an algorithm 
which can be executed a piece at a time on many different processing devices, and then combined 
together again at the end to get the correct result. 
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Figure 2.  Plaintext 

Figure 3.  Ciphertext  created using ElGamal without  group 

Figure 4.  Decrypted Text created using ElGamal without  group 

In computer science, a parallel algorithm, as opposed to a traditional serial algorithm, is an algorithm 
which can be executed a piece at a time on many different processing devices, and then combined 
together again at the end to get the correct result. 

Figure 5.  Encrypted Text created using ElGamal with group 

Figure 6: Decrypted Text created using ElGamal with  group 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

    
 
 
 
      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T5a 鋪 5鰜鐖 r5d5 5鈦 r5駡 p5t5鐖鎭 r5鄟 p5a 駡 5鈦鐖鍒鋪騺 5f5r5鐖鍒 5e 鄟 t5釄 g
  5鈦 r5駡 p5t5% 鍒鋪鄟 g 釄 g 鎭 5騺鋪鈦 r5鋪 t5 5鄟 g d5 5鎭 r5鄟 p5a 釄
鄟% 鍒鋪鄟 g 釄 g 鎭 5鰜 r5釄 t5釄 g 鎭 5鈦 r5駡 p5t5鐖鎭 r5鄟 p5a 駡

騺 5e 釄 t5鋪 r5鄟 e e 駡%  5t5a 鋪 5騺鈦釄鋪 g 鈦鋪 5鐖 f5 5騺鋪鈦 r5鋪 t5 
5鰜 r5釄 t5釄 g 鎭 5% t5a 鋪 5騺 t5魜 d5駡 5鐖 f5 5a 鐖鰜 5t5鐖 5鐖 b5騺鈦魜 r5
鋪 5 5鰜 a 鄟 t5 5駡鐖魜 5鰜 r5釄 t5鋪 5騺鐖 5鄟騺 5t5鐖 5r5鋪 g d5鋪 r5 5釄 t5 5騺
鋪 e 鋪鈦 t5釄 v5鋪 e 駡 5 5魜 g 釄 g t5鋪 e e 釄鎭釄 b5e 鋪 5' 
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TABLE 3. PERFORMANCE OF ELGAMMAL WITH AND WITHOUT  GROUP

The performance of the proposed encryption scheme is appraised by calculating the time consumption for 
each encryption and decryption process and the derived results are offered in the table 3. According to 
encryption process with group scheme is produced different cipher text for the same plan text  at different 
places. Even though Encryption with group takes more time, the security of information is superior, because in 
the group concept, different cipher text are produced for the same plaintext but not in the without group scheme.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 A.Comparison  of  Encryption and Decryption Process 

    i.  ElGamal Encryption without group takes 0.375 times more than its Decryption process.   
    ii.  ElGamal Encryption with group takes 0.375 times more than its Decryption process.  
 
The  observed  results (i and ii)  indicates that all encryption process takes more time than its corresponding   
decryption process. 
 
B.  Comparison  of  Group and without Group 

 
     i.  ElGamal Encryption with group takes 1.032 times more than its without group.  
     ii. ElGamal Decryption with group takes 1.032 times more than its without group.  
 
The  observed  results ( i and ii )  indicates that both Encryption and Decryption processes with group   take  
more time than without group.  

V. CONCLUSION   
An essential information is that the efficiency of the algorithm is determined not only based on the time 

consumption and also its security. In this proposed security system, different cipher text is created for the same 
plain text at the different locations. Even though encryption with group takes more time, the security of 
information is elevated than without group. The common measure of efficiency of the ElGamal algorithm is its 
time consumption and security. When compared the time consumption, encryption process is more than its 
decryption in all categories. When the ElGamal with and without group are compared the group concept takes 
more time than its without group, but at the same time with group provides more security than without group. 
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